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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555 i

,

Centlemen:

In the Hatter of _) -Docket No. 50-260
Tennessee Valley Authority )

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT (BFN) - RF. ACTOR BUILDINC CLOSED-COOLINC' WATER
SYSTEM (RBCCW) - ADEQUACY FOR CONTAINMENT ISOLATION-

Reference: NRC Information Notico No. 09-55,-" Degradation of-
Containment Isolati'n Capability by a High-Energy Line Break"

This letter provides a docketed response to NRC Information Notice 89-55
as requested by NRC. TVA and NRC met on February 6, 1991, and helf, a
teleconference ou February 13, 1991, to discuss 1this matter. During the
TVA/NRC :necting and subsequent teleconference. TVA stated that it had-
reviewed the Information Notico-and BFN's RBCCW contair. ment isolation
configuration was in.conformance with TVA's licensing and design basis.
The protection of the RBCCW system from high energy line breaks (HELBs),
pipe whip, or jet impingement was not required during the original design
of this system based on the. low probability of the event.

This Information Notice postulated a-scenerlo in which a HELB inside
containment resulted in a consequential failure of the' integrity of the
RBCCW system inside containment. A subsequent single fal.atre of either
the check valve on the inlet side of-RBCCW or the remote-manual valve'on
the outiot side would lead to an unisolable-flow path to secondary
containment. NRC requested TVA provide a' discussion of why the RBCCW
containment isolation configuration is safe from a containment isolation-
standpoint. This discussion is enclosed.-
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission-

TVA believes these actions and commitments resolve the NRC concerns
regarding this iusue. There are no commitments contained in this
letter. If you have any questions, please contact Patrick P. Carier,
Manager of Site Licensing, at (205) 729-3570.

Ver" tntly yours ,

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

Q Og .

..'G.tW1 cc Manag
Nucl' ear Licensing and

Regulatory Affairs

cc (Enclosure):
Ms. S. C. Black, Deputy Director
Project Directorate 11-4
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint, North
11555 Rockville Pike,
Rockville, Maryland 20852

NRC Resident T.ospector
Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant
Route 12, Box 631
Athens, Alabama 35609-2000

Mr. Thierry M. Ross, Project Manager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint, North

11555 Rockvillo Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852

l
| Mr. B. A. Wilson, Project Chief

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II
101 Marle&ta Street, NW, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Coorgia 30323
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ENCLOSURE

REACTOR BUILDING CLOSED COOLING WATER (RBCCW)
*

SYSTEM ISOLATION CAPABILITY ASSESSMENT j
BRORNS FERRY UNIT 2

RBCCW System Design Basis

The RBCCW System supplies cooling water to the drywell air coolers,
recirculation pumps and motors, and the drywell equipment drain sump
pump heat exhangers. The design bases for RBCCW containment isolation
are established in FSAR Sections 5.2.3.5 and 10.6. This system neither
connects to the reactor primary system nor is it open into the primary
containment.

This RBCCW System containment isolation configuration is in conformance
with TVA's original licensing and design basis. The portion of the
system inside primary containment and outside containment up.to and
including the containment isolation valves is Seismic Class 1. This
seismic qualification ensures system integrity inside primary
containment following a Design Basis Earthquake. The piping acts as
the primary physical barrier for a breach of primary containment. In

addition, containment isolation capability for the system has been
enhanced by adding the single swing check valve (70-506) on the 10-inch
containment inlet penetration, and the motor aperated valve _(FCV-70-47)
on the S-inch outlet containment penetration (which is remote manually
c1ntrolled from the control rooo) to the Appendix J program and to
Technical Specification Table 3.7,A " Primary Containment Isolation
Ve lves" . The containment isolatian capability for these valves was not
r quired as part of the original design or licensing basis,-however,
" hey ensure primary containment integrity can be maintained following a.

creach of the RBCCW pressure boundary and they act as secondary
physical barriers to a breach of primary containment.

Evaluation of RBCCW for Information Notice 89-55 Issues

NRC Information Notice 89-55 discusses the potential for the dynamic
effects (i.e., jet impingement and pipe whip) of high-energy line
breaks (HELBs) inside primary containment to impact RBCCW system
isolation capability. TVA also evaluated internal missiles in addition
to jet impingement and pipe whip. A discussion of each of these

! potential damage mechanisms is provided below.
1

Internal missile generation wss specifically evaluated under the BFN
Design Baseline and Verification Program. The conclusions reached 'u
that evaluation were that: (1) Codes and standards used in the design

; and fabrication ensured any potential failure of plassure retaining
boundaries would be non-fragmentary and non-cataclysmic, (2) Loose
materials (such as flange bolts, pipe caps, valve stems, etc.) would
not attain sufficient velocities to reach potentially destructive
energy levels, and (3) The only rotating equipment inside the drywell
which possesses sufficient kinetic energy to be of concern are the
recirculation pumps. The recirculation pump hazard was recognized
during initial plant construction and a decoupl: lng device was installed
between the pump and motor to prevent destructive motor overspeed.
Therefore, there are no credible missile hazards in-the drywell which
could impact and damage the RBCCW piping.
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The potential to breech RBCCW piping integrity from HELB jet
impingement was also evaluated. A walkthrough of the drywell was
conducted on February 8, 1991 to assess the location of RBCCW piping
and components in relation to surrounding high energy lines. The
critical electrical components necessary for maintaining the RBCCW
system primary containment integrity (motors, cables etc.) are located
outside the drywell. Thus, only mechanical components of the RBCCW
system (piping, fittings, supports, etc.) could potentially be
impacted. These components have inherent structural properties (i.e.,
ductility) which minimize their susceptibility to jet-induced stress
failure of their pressure boundary.

In general, piping design provides implicit margins concerning fatigue
initiation of cracks. Environmental effects are not considered
significant, since piping materials and steady state ten.peratures
preclude environmentally assisted cracking. Thus, while cracking may
be postulated, the probability is low. Furthermore, the leak detection

systems at BFN are designed to assure that, even if a pipe or safe-end
should experience cracking, and the crack grows to a through-wall leak,
the leak would be detected when it reaches the critical crack size or
before.

The probability of full guillotine pipe breaks have been reduced during
the current outage, as a resn1t of BFN's extensive seismic upgrades to
small and large bore piping tae implementation of the long term torus
program, subsequent support /srubber modifications, and the in-service
inspection program. In addicion, the Leak-Before-Break (LBB) concept
shows that pipi g fabricaced from tough, ductile materials can tolerate9

large through-wall cracks without complete failure under service
loadings. The focus in the LBB evaluation is on the through-wall
circumferential cracks because such cracks could lead to a Double-Ended
Guillotine Break (DEGB). By monitoring for leakage from high enet3y 1

pipes and setting conservative limits for-leak detection, leaks in
niping should be detected well before the margin to rupture is
iallenged. Although a DEGB is a design basis event analysis

assumption, through-wall Cracks are expected to be detected and
isolated before they develop into DEGBs.

However, since damage to the RBCCW piping is possible as a result of
pipe whip fa>m a HELB due to the proximity of the RICCW piping to
various high energy lines, a probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) was
performed. This assessment estimated the probabilit y of an unisolable
primary to secondary containment leak through RACCW following a HELB
(LOCA). The key assumptions of the PRA incl God:

*
The core damage frequency from the top 23 BFN dominant sequences
whose initiating event was a LOCA is 2.5E-05/ year (Referencer Draf t
BFN PRA, September 1987).
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* A probability of 0.5 was used as an estimate of any LOCA breaching
the integrity of the RBCCW line. This is conservative since: (1)
Although smaller pipes experience higher rates of rupture (LOCA),
the resulting jet impingement forces are relatively small; and (2):
Spatial geometry and relative locations (physical separation) of the
HELB and the target RBCCW piping were not considered.

* A probability of 0.1 was used for the operator failing to isolate
the break, assuming a high stress, operator response in a 30-minute
time frame, based on WASH-1400. The operator failure to isolate
RBCCW is 10 times greater than the effect of all other (equipment)
failures (e.g., valve failures). This is conservative considering
the numerous control room indications and alarms that would provide
indication of a RBCCW 1 akage/line break: low RBCCW system
pressure, recirculation pump component cooling water low flow,
reactor water cleanup pump cooling water temperature high, Reactor
Water Clean-Up heat exchar4er discharge temperature high, and RBCCW
surge tank low level.

The result of the PRA was that the frequency of a LOCA causing a RBCCW
line break which results in an unisolable release to the secondary
containment is 1.6E-06/ year. In addition, further reductions in the
estimated probability are warranted due to:

* The conservative nature of the draft BFN PRA.
* Plant improvements implemented since the development of the BFN PRA.
* Consideration of LBB methodology.

Conclusion

Although the RBCCW system is potentially exposed to the dynamic effects
of a HELB inside the drywell, the probability of this event resulting
in a release to tha secondary containment has been evaluated and is
very low. Therefore, based on this review, the current RBCCW
containment isolation capebility is adequate to respond to the issues
raised in Information Notice 89-55. The RBCCW containment isolation
configuration is safe from a containment isolation standpoint.
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